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What does it mean
if we really believe
in some things?

RESPONSIBILITY
means that
you try your best to
do what you believe in.
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The term CRS
needs to be clarified to
some extent given the
compounded difficulties
of communication in the
multi-cultural and multilingual context.

Do business
with moral integrity or on
values-based management,
ethical leadership, and
corporations' responsibility
in society.

In some cases,
CRS defines the
institution's
institution
s external
relationship.
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"Corporate responsibility"
with the institution
should be as subject and
economic, social and
environmental obligations as
objects or realms of
responsibility.

Does doing business
ethically pay?

It can save considerable
transaction costs,
strengthen the motivation
of employees and enhance
the corporations'
reputation and bottom
line.
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If the promotion of CRS is
only used as a tool or as a
PR exercise and has no
intrinsic value at all, the
ethical motivation loses its
power, and the promotion
becomes self-defeating and
can draw even cynicism.

The intrinsic values
and the human element
is the backbone of a
cooperative/credit
union.

Social responsibility
is one of the core
operating principles of a
cooperative/credit union.
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Social Principle of a cooperative/credit union:
" Continuing the ideals and beliefs of
cooperative pioneers, credit unions seek to bring
about human and social development. Their
vision of social justice extends both to the
individual members and to the larger
community in which they work and reside. The
credit union ideal is to extend service to all who
need and can use it. Every person is either a
member or a potential member and
appropriately part of the credit sphere of interest
and concern. Decisions should be taken with
full regard for the interest of the boarder
community within which the credit union and
its members reside."

The credit union motto,
“Not for profit, not
for charity but for
service ,” captures the
essence of the credit
union idea.

The operating performance
ratios of COOP PESOS, and
PEARLS, the Sustainable
Development of Credit Unions
and tools such as ACCESS
Brand arm credit unions to
achieve economic viability and
arm you as leaders to "Walk
the talk".
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COOPERATION
is a way of living; it is a
philosophy of life; it is a set of
processes and procedures of
behaving; and it is a set of
principles of fundamentals for
the guidance of both individuals
and human society.

W.P. Watkins:
"The real difference between Cooperation and the other kinds of
economic organizations resides
precisely in its subordination of
business techniques to ethical
ideas. Apart from this difference
the movement has no finally
satisfactory reason for its
existence."

Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen said:
"The credit unions are supposed to
contribute essentially to social
improvements, they must not confine
themselves to granting loans. Their
main objective should be to control
the use of money, to improve the
moral and physical values of people,
and their will to act by
themselves."
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Cooperation
It is more than an ethical way of
life; it is a cause, the cause of
helping to alleviating poverty; it
has a mission, a mission to render
service with others, not simply
for others; it produces sacrifice,
sacrifice in behalf of justice and
peaceful human relations.

Do you believe in
cooperation?

Your decisions and
determination for the good
cause of cooperation rely on
your awareness of cooperative
principles and guided by
fundamental human values
such as fairness, honesty,
humanity, prudence,
responsibility and
sustainability.
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